
Homework Project    

Please choose two of the activities below and complete them by the date below. You can 
show your work any way you like. Be creative! 

Homework Deadline:  8th July  

 

 Go on a magnetic treasure hunt in your house. How many magnetic 

objects can you find? What materials are they made from?  

 Research some of the tasks carried out by robots. What tasks do they 

think robots could do in the future? What jobs would you like a robot 

to do in your house? Ask your parents they’re sure to have some     

ideas.  

 Use non-fiction books on the web to find out facts about a metal of 

your choice.  

 Read stories and poems about robots. Chose your favourite, then 

write or film a review for classmates.  

 Design your perfect playground. What real or imaginary equipment 

would you include?  

 Search the web to find artwork made using metal and make a collage 

or scrapbook of downloaded images.  

 Design and make a fridge magnet, either as a gift for someone or to 

commemorate a special event.  
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Literacy 

To link to our topic, we will be using the video  from 

Literacy Shed, Wallace and Gromit and their            

inventions. We will be creating a variety of descriptive 

pieces of writing and looking at how we can develop 

our own inventions through instruction writing. We 

will also be looking at non-fictional pieces of writing 

researching different materials as well as focussing on 

the use of vocabulary to create effect though poetry.  

Art/DT 

This half term we are going to be looking at designing 

and creating realistic plans to make simple spinners 

and researching how they work on different surfaces. 

Children will also have the opportunity to create    

simple carts using cardboard boxes, dowelling and 

different types and sizes of wheels. Using the research 

which they will have found during topic, the children 

will also be making wind chimes from different metal 

tubing and other scrap metal objects. Exploring 

length, hole bore and type of metal and how this 

effects sound.  
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Things to remember!!! 
 

Reading 

Your child needs to bring their reading book 

and log into school every day. At home, the 

children are expected to read five times per 

week. 
 

Spellings 

Children are given spellings on Friday and 

will be tested the following Friday. 

  

Homework 

The children will be expected to complete 

Maths or English  homework weekly. This 

will be handed out on Friday and due back 

on Tuesday.  

Maths 

We will be covering a range of objectives and 

topics in Maths to ensure a depth of 

knowledge is developed in each area. We will 

be focusing on children’s arithmetic skills 

which could be practised at home by            

completing tasks on the four operations. We 

will also spend time developing  the children’s 

awareness of inverse and integrating simple 

algebra. During this half term, we will also    

revisit time and look at worded problems to 

apply these skills. We will also be revisiting 

measuring length and looking at the perimeter 

of shapes.  

PE 

This half term the children will be working in teams 

and participating in netball. We will be learning 

about correct throwing and catching techniques and 

the rules of this sport.  

Topic 

Over this half term we will be learning about 

the different types of metals and where they 

come from and how they are used.  

We will be investigating what happens to     

tarnished pennies when they are soaked in  

water, vinegar, coke, ketchup and lemon juice 

as well as looking into the use of iron and how 

they are used for magnets and how it is used 

as a dietary supplement to our body.  

Computing 

In this topic, we will continue to develop 

our researching skills by searching for 

facts relevant to our work, also exploring 

the different structures of websites.  


